The best way to learn a language is to jump right in and immerse yourself!
Here are some of our favourite tips to immerse yourself in a language whilst
having fun along the way!

Current affairs
Keeping up with
current affairs is one
of the best ways to
sound like a native
and to pick up
vocabulary that
locals would use to
talk about present day issues. Plenty of
news can be found online by doing a simple

Write a journal
Keeping a daily journal in your target
language is a great way to practise written
language skills whilst also using any new
vocabulary that you have learned during the
day.

Connect
Connecting with a native speaker is one of
the best ways to put what you have learned
in the classroom to the test!
Speaking with a local
can help to
improve your

and develop your
speaking and
listening skills.

Watch blogs
Change your
settings
Changing the digital
settings on your
phone, TV or computer
is a great way to
immerse yourself in the
language. Translating
web pages into the
target language by
changing the browser
settings is another
good trick.

Playing video games in your chosen language
is a great way to pick up new vocabulary
- so much so that it won’t feel like you are
learning! Simply search for apps or online
games in the language you are learning.
For a more traditional game experience,
there’s always Scrabble!

There’s no better way for you to immerse
yourself in a language than to visit the
country where it is spoken.
It’s one of the best
ways to develop
conversational and
comprehension skills,
whilst also learning to
think in the language.

Cook!

Watching blogs and videos online in the language
that you are learning is a fun way to pick up new
vocabulary. There are millions of blogs online to
choose from so there’s something to interest everyone.

Play a game

Visit the country
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Following a recipe for a
traditional meal enjoyed
in the country where
your target language is
spoken is a great way to
learn whilst gaining an
understanding of the
lifestyle and culture of
natives. You could read
the recipe from a cookery
book, or watch a programme online.
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